Abstract-Today telecom network are growing complex. Although the amount of network performance data increased dramatically, telecom network operators require better performance on network performance data collection and analysis. Database is the important component in modern network management model. Since main memory database (MMDB) store data in main physical memory and provide very high-speed access, MMDB can suffice the requirements on data intensive and real time response in network performance management system. This paper presents a novel lightweight design on MMDB for network performance data persistence. This design improves data access performance in following aspects.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the telecom network business became so rich. The network structure became more complex. The number of users growth quickly. So the network performance management data is becoming bigger and bigger. Otherwise the network performance management data processing in real-time is more and more high. The traditional product design method and system structure is difficult to satisfy these requirements.
The database is the core component in the modern network management system. The performance of the database is important to support the large amount of data and high real time access requirement. The disk database system (DRDBS) can not support the performance management of network on the real time or nearly real time data access. [1] The main memory is 105 times more quickly than disk on data access. The price of main memory is declining lower while the capability is increasing dramatically.
Main memory database system is a good approach to support the real time data access of the application system. [2, 3, 4] From the beginning of 1980 s, the researchers considered to put the whole database or most of the database in memory. Main Memory database (MMDB) is the basis of real-time database, and become the focus of research.
Network performance data can provide powerful support for operators in the network fault diagnosis, network capacity planning and improving the utilization rate of network resources. Therefore, performance management is a key content of telecom network management. The core content of performance management includes the performance management data collection, storage and analysis, which requires database system for high performance, near real-time, low cost, low operation maintenance cost. Low operation costs means of performing the same work, cost less CPU, memory, and disk to save more energy. For telecom operators, it means lower network operating costs.
The storage models of DRDBS (disk-resident database system) and MMDB (main memory database system) management system is much different on the data structure, algorithm, query, index etc. [5] The methods based on DRDBS are not fit to MMDB. In order to make full use of the advantages of memory, MMDB should have new data structure and algorithms, inquiry method, the index, etc.
In this paper, based on investigation on the network performance data model, a lightweight main memory DB system is designed to provide the data access with high real time, large data set and low system consumption to support the network performance management service.
II. TMN MODEL

A.TMN model
In the early telecom network, the equipment composition and network business are simple, so the management content is simple. The management module of switches and routers equipment itself can complete the basic network management functions. As the network structure and business (voice, data, video, and Internet business fusion) becomes more and more complex, in order to be able to manage the entire network comprehensively, the telecom operators urgently need a more powerful network management system. The network management system model (TMN model) arises at the historic moment.
The TMN model is designed as the following Figure1. In Figure 1 , all kinds of telecom networks such as PSTN/GSM/UMTS/CDMA... are the systems to be managed. All kinds of network equipment in the managed system are the resources to be managed. The managed object is the abstract of the managed resources. Network management system should manage the managed system, and the main features include configuration management, performance management, fault management, security management and billing management.
The work of this paper focused on performance management field in the network management system.
B. The feature of performance management
The characteristics of the network performance data is as following:
The data source distributes in all kinds of equipment in all the kinds of the telecommunication network. It has large amount of data and high real time requirement.
The performance data has intensive writing, but reading scattered. After data writing, there is no modification needed.
So the performance management system is a high real time and data intensive access application. The traditional database system can not meet data access requirements.
With the memory prices dropping, memory database are paid more and more attention. A lot of traditional relational database products began to consider supporting MMDB, to improve its performance, and to support more scenarios. In 2005, the Oracle bought TimesTen to gain MMDB technology. In 2008, IBM bought SolidDB to make DB2 can integrate SolidDB memory database. In 2009, Microsoft released the development plan of memory databases. These products and solutions have widely application field. The application interface has high degree of standardization and the general is good. But the systems are always large and complex, and the price is expensive. Also they often need to more computing resources and system maintenance is more complex. Although there are big improvement in performance, but the degree of maturity, stability, product performance are expected to be further improved.
This paper focused on the characteristics of the network performance management data, referred to the object-oriented database system design, and puts forward a lightweight memory database system design based on network performance management data model.
III. MMDB MODEL
A. MMDB definition
The memory database is all or part of a database is saved in memory. The definition of MMDB is described as following.
For a DBS, DB is the database of the DBS, DBM (t) is the data set in time t which saved in memory, DBM ⊆ DB.
TS is the set of all possible transactions of DBS. AT (t) is the active transaction set for in time t, AT (t) ⊆ TS.
Dt (T) is the data set operated by transaction T in time t. Dt (T) ⊆ DB.
If at any time t, there is any T ∈ AT (t) and Dt (t) ⊆ DBM (t) is true, thus the DBS is a MMDBS [5] , and the DB is MMDB. MMDB just save the "work version" of the database in memory.
B. The feature of MMDB
Lightweight MMDB has some good advantages such as smaller, management cost less and the efficiency is higher than traditional relational database in some specific case [6] [7] [8] [9] . Compared to the traditional relational database, the MMDB has the feature as following:
1) Due to the access efficiency of memory and disk is a large gap, the access speed of MMDB to the main storage database is NS level, and otherwise disk access speed is the MS level. 2) With no need for disk access call, the operation in MMDB is most pointer operation in memory, so the instructions call is reduced.
3) The transactions need not the I/O process, which improves the performance of the system greatly. 4) No longer need buffer manager, eliminate the overhead of copy data between disk and memory. 5) The pointer is widely used in the data organization and management that simplifies the memory management and reduces the space overhead.
C. Design principles of MMDB
The data stores according to the word or byte in memory storage and access through the pointer. The data stores as storage data block in disk. Because of difference of memory and disk storage, the data structure of the memory database design is much different from DRDB. Disk address with block, so data storage continually can reduce the time to find disk track. Memory is stored as byte or word, and through access by the pointer, time consuming is irrelevant with the storage way. Memory database generally access the records in the database by the pointer.
In DRDBS, I/O process is bottlenecks of the system. The goal of the algorithm optimization is to reduce the I/O times and increase the utilization rate of disk. In MMDB, system optimization goal is to maximize the CPU utilization ratio and the memory space utilization.
IV. THE DATA MODEL OF NETWORK PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
There are several entities in the network performance management service such as Network, LogicNE( logic network equipment), NEInstance( physics equipment), Group( Counter group) and Counter. The sample period can be assigned different in the equipments. There are many LogicNEs in a network and many NEInstances in a LogicNE. The performance data sampled from every NEInstance can be grouped into many Groups. The data sampled by every period of every Group is a Table. There are many Tuples in a Table. Each Tuple is mapped to a Resource Instance such as CPU-1, Port-1 etc. Each column is mapped to a Counter.
According to the above analysis of the data model of performance management, the persistent class of the data is designed as the following Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , the class persDataRoot is the root object of the physics file. Every file contains the performance management data collected from multiple networks. The network ID string is the key to index. The data from the same network can be indexed by the sample period because the sample period can be assigned as different values from different equipments. Likely, The LogicNE ID, NEInstance ID and Group ID all can be keys to index the relevant objects. The Table object is a two dimensionalities array as R×C. R is the resource number of Groups, and is also the number of Tuples in the Table. C is the Counter number in Groups. There are two assistant map <string, int> using the name of Resource and Counter to index the location in the Table as  Table[r] [c].
V. KEY DESIGN OF MAIN MEMORY DB
A. Persistence design
Main memory DB puts the "work version" of DB into main memory. This paper use UNIX system procedure mmap() to map the DB storage file from disk to the process address space. Mmap is the wrapper of the map function provided by the file system where this file resides.
The first time we access a memory location within our segment, the page fault handling routine is called. This fault handler recognizes our segment as a mapped file and simply calls into the vnode's file system to read in a pagesized chunk from the file system. The subsequent access to memory that is now backed by physical memory simply results in a normal memory access. It is not until a page is stolen from behind the segment (the page scanner can do this) that a page fault will occur again.
Writing to a mapped file is done by updating the contents of memory within the mapped segment. The file is not updated instantly, since there is no software-or hardware-initiated event to trigger any such write. Updates occur when the file system flush daemon finds that the page of memory has been modified and then push the page to the file system with the file systems put page routine. [10] Because the database which is using is in the main memory, the disk I/O operation will not influence the data access performance. Once the data is written into memory, the data is available to query process immediately.
Due to the employment of memory mapping on data storage file, the data persistence work is completed by operating system.
B. Data storage format
The creation of intermediary objects should be avoided if possible in order to optimize the utilization of CPU and memory. To that end, the data storage format is designed as consistent with the object binary format in the virtual heap. Once the data storage file is mapped into the virtual heap, the application can use the persistent objects directly without data replication and data translation. Therefore, the code execution path of the application is shortened, and the CPU and memory cost of intermediary objects are saved.
The memory allocation of objects in MMDB differs from the memory allocation of normal objects in the application heap and stack, which employs standard memory allocators. This memory of persistent objects is allocated by MmapAllocator (Memory Map Allocator), which is specific for this MMDB design.
C．Virtual heap memory allocator
Library function malloc(3) is the C standard memory splitter. malloc use system call abrk(2) to allocate memory. There are clear responsibilities divisions between them: the kernel sbrk(2) allocate an extra space to process, the library function malloc(3) shall be responsible to manage of the space.
The virtual heap is generated by mapping to the memory. It need a allocator similar to malloc(3). The bottom need to use the system call mmap(2) to simulate sbrk(2) to get memory space from virtual heap.
C++ standard library support the memory allocator which can be customized to support the different memory models. The customized memory allocator is convenient for memory share, recycling garbage collection, and object-oriented database application. In order to use the C++ standard library to operate the virtual heap, a class named MmapAllocator is designed as a Wrapper class of a memory mapping allocator. So, the data structure and algorithms in C++ standard library can be reused to reduce the cost of development of the system. For example, the memory data access algorithm can be realized using C++ standard library.
D．How to create and use the memory DB objects
The application, which build with the MMDB shared library, can directly create and use the objects in MMDB.
The following example shows how to use the persistent objects [11] .
For example, for class Counter, 1) Create the persistent object
Counter *pc = new Counter();
The above statement is to create a counter object in heap. To create a counter object in virtual heap must use MmapAllocator for memory allocation. In-place new is employed to construct the object at correct address in virtual heap.
For example： Counter *pc = new(MmapAllocator::allocate(sizeof(Co unter)))Counter();
2) Create the persistent object in C++ STL containers
Vector < Counter > VecCounter；
The above statement declares an object vector with Counters on stack. The MmapAllocator is used to replace the Allocator function in standard library to create the persistent object. For example:
The usage of the persistent objects created by MmapAllocator is as same as the common object. The application is easy to use the persistent object.
E. Data access method design
B tree and B+ tree are the common index technology in disk DB [12] . The I/O is reduced maximize, but the utilization ratio of space is only about 60% which is not unfit to main memory DB. So the index of memory DB should be designed specially. There are many index technologies such as Hash index and Tree index. Hash index provides quickly query and modify, but the utilization ratio of space is less than Tree index. Traversing a deep tree in memory is much faster than in disk, so the tree index can not be shallow and thick as BTree.
The performance data of network is appending but not modifying. Hash index has low utilization ratio of space. So Tree index is much fitter to the memory DB of network performance data.
Considering the engineering realization, the RB-Tree realization of C++ standard library is high efficiency and stabilization. It can cut down the cost of development and maintenance and reduce the risk. So RB-Tree is used to be the index of memory DB in this paper.
RB-Tree is a kind of many balance trees. The basic dynamic set operation time is O(lgN). RB-Tree is a balance binary tree. The automatic compositor can achieve good results. So the standard STL map and set all use RB-Tree. The operate interface opened by map and set all have been provided by RB-Tree. The application only need call RB-Tree operation functions. Therefore, STL container (map,set) can be used convenience to organize the store structure of DB with the existed index structure.
F. Concurrent control
The concurrent control in the system is based on lock mechanism.
The particle size of lock is defined as the size of the object to be locked. Generally particle size of lock can be the entire database, part of the object or records. With the lock size is smaller, the degree of concurrent is higher, and also the maintenance cost of the lock is higher. With the lock size is bigger, the degree of concurrent is lower, and the maintenance cost of the lock is lower. Due to the competition intensity is low in memory database, the large particle size lock is generally recommended to use. There is a lock to be assigned to a memory mapping area. Each memory mapping area relates to a database physical file. The lock particle size depends on the division rules of physical file.
According to the short transaction feature of the service, the exclusive lock is used in this system.
The large particle size lock used in the system is suitable for network performance management business. The maintenance cost is small and the realization cost is low also.
VI. THE COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF DATA ACCESS
ALGORITHM
The data model constructed by map is a RB-Tree [13, 14, 15] . According to the data model in Figure 1 , DB is constructed by multiple layers of RB-Tree. The last layer node of RB-Tree is Pair <groupName, persGroup>. The key is GroupName. The value is persistent object persGroup. If there are N elements, the time complexity of search T(N)=O(lgN).
A. The time complexity of write in DB
The time complexity of write in DB is analyzed as following. [16, 17] In case of the data is distributed equality. The Size of map in each layer is equality, the size of and each Table  is T
In best case, N n is near to N, T(N)=O(N).
In worst case, N n is very small, T(N)=O(NlgN). With data distribution from real network, the time complexity is between O(N) and O(NlgN). In practice, it is always nearly as O(N).
B. The time complexity of query in DB
The time complexity of query in DB is analyzed as following. The query condition includes the key in every layer of RB-Tree. [18, 19] T(N)=lg N 1 + lg N 2 + … + lg N n-1 + lg N n < O(lgN) (3) In worst case, T(N)=O(lgN). In practice, the time complexity is always much better than the worst condition.
VII. TEST OF THE SYSTEM
The system approach has been tested in laboratory using benchmark data.
The test environment is Sun Netra440, 4 CPUs (1.2 GHz Sparc III), 16G memory.
Benchmark test data is as following: 1) There are 4 networks. The result shows the performances of the application fully meet the requirements of the product index. The CPU and memory consumption are also lower than network management system requirements [20] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
With telecom network growing complex, the amount of network performance data increased dramatically, telecom network operators require better performance on network performance data collection and analysis. Database is the important component in modern network management model. The lightweight main memory DB has many advantages applying in some scenes, e.g. real time network management data.
In this paper, a main memory DB is designed to support the application to manage the real time data of network performance. The approach includes the data model of network performance, the persistence design, data storage format, the virtual heap memory allocator, and how to create and use the MMDB objects. The data persistence mechanism employs user mode memory map provided by Unix OS. To reduce the cost of data copy and data interpretation, the data storage format is designed as consistent with binary format in application memory. The novel data storage format design improves performance dramatically. The database is provided as program library and the application can access data in shared memory to avoid the cost on inter-process communication. Once data is updated in memory, query application can get updated data without disk I/O cost. The data access methods adopt multi-level RB-Tree structure. In best case, the algorithm complexity is O(N). In worst case, the algorithm complexity is O(N*lgN). In real performance data distribution scenarios, the complexity is nearly O(N). The system approach has been tested in laboratory using benchmark data. The result shows the performances of the application fully meet the requirements of the product index. The CPU and memory consumption are also lower than network management system requirements. The algorithm analysis show perfect scalability on large data sets. This lightweight main memory DB can provide high performance in data intensive application with low cost under the limited computing resource.
This approach is a general advanced solution to manage the performance data from telecom management system. It has been applied in a real network management system and achieved satisfied effects.
There are two immediate goals for future work. First, the accuracy should be increased higher by improving the analysis algorithm. Second, what reason caused the deviation occurred and how to resolve the deviation can not be pointed out in the method. These are the directions for further research.
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